Thermal gradient driven enhancement of pure spin current at room temperature in nonlocal spin transport devices
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We show that the junction design in the laterally configured ferromagnetic/nonmagnetic (FM/NM) hybrid structure significantly affects the spin transport under high-bias current. The thermal conductivity mismatch between FM and NM and the inhomogeneous current distribution at the interface produce a reversed temperature gradient, which drastically reduces the thermal spin injection efficiency. The homogeneity in the temperature gradient at the interface is a crucial factor in determining the efficiency of the thermal spin current generation. The experimental results show excellent agreement with the theoretical model [Y. Takezoe et al., Phys. Rev. B 82, 094451 (2010)] that the spin relaxation is proportional to the second spatial derivative of the temperature.
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Exploiting electrons’ spin degree of freedom has been sought as one of the most promising ways to meet the future need for low-power operated, ultrasmall, and multifunctional electronic devices.1–5 The advent of laterally patterned, nonlocal spin transport devices (NSTD) is an important milestone in this regard, as these are capable of generating electronic charge-free and nondissipative pure spin current.6–8 The most imperative and primary issue associated with these generic spintronic devices is that of spin generation, although its presence is comparatively weak.9–11

In this work, we show that the junction design in NSTDs plays a vital role in controlling the temperature gradient landscape at the interface and thus determining the strength of thermal spin current. In certain devices, a reversed temperature gradient is generated that drastically reduces the spin current generated by the normal temperature gradient. The reversed temperature gradient is a consequence of thermal conductivity mismatch between FM and NM and inhomogeneous current distribution, which can be minimized by optimizing the junction design.

Figure 1(a) shows the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the functional portion of one of the measured devices. Lateral, nonlocal spin valves with two FM injectors were fabricated on SiO2-coated Si substrate by two-step electron beam lithography, thermal evaporation, and liftoff techniques. Permalloy (Py) and Cu were used as spin injector and transport channel materials, respectively. The two Py injectors with 100-nm width and 30-nm thickness, together with a Py detector of the same width and 10-nm thickness, were fabricated in the first two steps. The 250-nm-wide and 170-nm-thick Cu as the transport channel and the voltage measurement probes were prepared in the next step. Two types of samples were measured. In type-A samples, the injectors were placed 100 nm apart from each other, whereas type-B samples’ injectors were connected to each other. To create an electronically transparent interface, prior to the Cu evaporation, a precleaning procedure on the Py layer was performed by using low-dose Ar+-ion milling.

The pure spin current is mainly generated by a variable dc bias (Idc) flowing through the injectors labeled as 1 and 2 in Fig. 1(a). A small ac probing current (peak-to-peak $dI_{dc} = 0.2$ mA) was superimposed with $I_{dc}$, and the amplitude of the spin current was monitored from the first harmonic voltage ($dV_{h}$) captured between the electrodes 3 and 4, by using a lock-in amplifier at room temperature. As the charge current $I_{dc}$ flows from injectors 1 and 2 through terminal 5, pure spin is accumulated at the interface, which diffuses towards the detector FM. When the magnetic field is swept from $-800$ Oe to $+800$ Oe, the relative difference between the detector FM. The relative difference between the $R_{t}$ in two states is termed as spin signal $\Delta R_{t}$.

Figures 1(b)–1(d) show field-dependent $R_{t}$ at 0, +5, and −5 mA dc bias, respectively, for type-A devices. For ease of comparison, the background signal has been removed from these figures. Clearly, $\Delta R_{t}$ is larger at negative bias than that...
at positive bias. The bias-dependent trend of the normalized $\Delta R_s$ is plotted in Fig. 2(a), showing that unlike the positive bias branch, $\Delta R_s$ is not reduced with the increase of negative dc level, rather, it is amplified up to 11% at $-5$ mA, compared to that at zero bias.

Enhancement of spin signal in NSTDs at high bias has been recently reported by Wang et al. Also, it was argued that owing to the nonlinear resistivity at high-bias level, the current lines become more perpendicular to the interface; therefore, efficient spin injection becomes possible. However, this is possible only if an electrically insulating layer is present at the interface, whereas the typical resistance-area product for our Py/Cu interface is as low as 0.1 fΩ m². Furthermore, in this case the enhancement of spin signal would be independent of the bias polarity, which is unlike our results. Thus, the possibility of the redistribution of current lines as the origin of the enhanced spin signal in our devices can be ruled out. Apart from this, in a semiconductor-based NSTD Jeon et al. observed a bias-dependent asymmetric spin signal and attributed it to the asymmetry in electron tunneling process. However, this scenario is also inapplicable for our case as the devices are all metallic in nature.

Another phenomenon relevant to our experiments is the Peltier heating-cooling at the Py/Cu interface, which leads to a dc-bias polarity and amplitude-dependent asymmetric temperature profile at the interface. Since the spin current generation efficiency depends on the temperature of the device, the Peltier effect often modifies the detected spin voltage. However, according to our current flow direction notation [see the inset of Fig. 2(a)], due to Peltier heating, a negative current would increase the temperature of the interface; therefore, a reduction in spin signal is expected in this case. Therefore, the Peltier effect cannot account for the enhanced spin signal observed in our experiments.

We argue that the enhancement of spin signal at negative dc bias is a manifestation of the thermal spin injection. As the resistivity of Py ($\rho_{Py} = 18 \mu\Omega$ cm) is one order higher than that of Cu ($\rho_{Cu} = 1.7 \mu\Omega$ cm) and the heating power is proportional to $\rho I_d^2$, Py is hotter than Cu. As a result of the generated temperature gradient ($\nabla T$) at the interface, Seebeck voltage is developed, which injects extra spin-polarized current into Cu. Since $\nabla T$ is uncorrelated to the bias current direction, at both positive and negative polarity, it provides same amount of excess up (↑) spin accumulation at the interface. On the other hand, negative and positive dc biases create ↑ and ↓ (down) spin accumulation, respectively. Therefore, total accumulated spin is enhanced at negative bias and attenuated at positive bias, causing a bias-dependent asymmetry in the detected spin signal. At low temperature, Erekhinsky et al. also reported asymmetric bias dependence of spin signal originating from the thermal spin current. We emphasize that in our sample such thermal spin not only creates asymmetric bias dependence but also counteracts the Joule-heating-mediated degradation of spin signal at room temperature and assists the pure spin generation efficiency to transcend the value at zero dc level.

To understand the effect of removing the gap between spin injectors on the thermally generated spin current, we studied the bias-dependent response of nonlocal spin current in type-B samples [Fig. 2(b)]. Interestingly, the spin signal in this kind of devices reduces with increasing dc bias, irrespective of the current polarity. This suggests that the contribution from the thermal spin current is insignificant and the bias dependence of $\Delta R_s$ is mainly dominated by the Joule heating in this case. The slight asymmetry in it can be understood as an effect of the bias-dependent asymmetric temperature profile on the spin signal, caused by the Peltier heating (at negative dc bias) and cooling (at positive dc bias) at the interface.

Since temperature gradient generates the thermal spin current, we use the finite element program Comsol Multiphysics to simulate the temperature landscape generated by the bias current $I_d = 5 \times 10^{11}$ A/m² at the interfaces of both types of devices, which are shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). The substrate is modeled as a 1-μm-thick Si coated by 300-nm-thick SiO₂ layer. The temperature at the bottom of the Si layer is fixed at 300 K. The thermal conductivities of Cu, Py, Si, and SiO₂ are 400, 46, 130, and 1.4 W m⁻¹ K⁻¹, respectively. For simplicity, we do not include any thermal resistance between Cu and Py. We note that such thermal resistance affects only the magnitude of the temperature gradient, not the sign of it. An interesting feature in type-B sample’s temperature landscape is that near the interface, the sign of the temperature gradients at $Y = 150$ and $Y = 300$ nm are opposite to each other, which can be noticed from the Z dependence of temperature shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). This can be understood if we look at the Fourier’s heat equation, which governs the temperature field in the device.
Here, the first three terms are mainly related to the heat of type-B sample at $Y$ evaluated, and (c) and (d) show the black lines indicate places where line profiles of temperature were devices. The white lines define the positions of the Py electrodes. The center of the Py/Cu interface of (a) type-A and (b) type-B

In addition, since Cu has a larger thermal conductivity than Py, heat generated in Py at the edge of the interface is more and generated heat are higher in Py than those in Cu, whereas the situation is reversed at the interface far from the edge. Therefore, sign reversal leads to an inhomogeneous current distribution at the interface. Moreover, the strong and weak presence of thermal spin currents in type-A and type-B devices can be understood as an effect of the reversed $VT$ at the Py/Cu interface. The $VT$ induced electric field is calculated according to the relation: $E_z = -S \nabla_z T$ and cross-sectional profiles (at $Z = 30$ nm) are plotted in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) respectively. Here $S = -20 \, \mu V/m$ is the Seebeck coefficient for Py.

FIG. 3. (Color online) Temperature profile of the $YZ$ plane along the center of the Py/Cu interface of (a) type-A and (b) type-B devices. The white lines define the positions of the Py electrodes. The black lines indicate places where line profiles of temperature were evaluated, and (c) and (d) show the $Z$ dependence of the temperature of type-B sample at $Y = 150$ nm and $Y = 300$ nm, respectively. Unlike type A, type-B samples have a large Py/Cu interface area with reversed temperature gradient, which causes the minority spin injection and reduction of overall spin signal amplitude. (e) and (f) show the cross-sectional profiles of the temperature gradient along $Z$ direction at $Z = 30$ nm of type-A and type-B samples, respectively.

profile:

$$ k \left( \frac{d^2 T}{dx^2} + \frac{d^2 T}{dy^2} + \frac{d^2 T}{dz^2} \right) + \dot{g} = 0. \tag{2} $$

Here, the first three terms are mainly related to the heat diffusion and governed by the thermal conductivity $k$, whereas the last term takes care of generated Joule heat and depends on $\rho_{Py}$ and $\rho_{Cu}$. The one-order difference between $\rho_{Py}$ and $\rho_{Cu}$ leads to an inhomogeneous current distribution at the interface. At the edge of the interface, all the current enters through Py first and then spreads in Cu. Therefore, here the current density and generated heat are higher in Py than those in Cu, whereas the situation is reversed at the interface far from the edge. In addition, since Cu has a larger thermal conductivity than Py, heat generated in Py at the edge of the interface is more effectively transported in Cu than Py. Therefore, sign reversal of $VT$ takes place at some part of the interface, especially in devices with large interface area.

Now the strong and weak presence of thermal spin currents in type-A and type-B devices can be understood as an effect of the reversed $VT$ at the Py/Cu interface. The $VT$ induced electric field is calculated according to the relation: $E_z = -S \nabla_z T$ and cross-sectional profiles (at $Z = 30$ nm) are plotted in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) respectively. Here $S = -20 \, \mu V/m$ is the Seebeck coefficient for Py.

Unlike the type-A sample, the negative electric field is generated in a large portion of the interface area of type-B sample. As a consequence, thermal spins accumulated in such area is $\downarrow$ type, which counterbalances the effect of the $\uparrow$-type thermal spin accumulated near the edge. Therefore, in this case, the overall contribution of the thermal spin injection on the detected spin signal is negligible. On the contrary, the effect of the reversed $VT$ is diminished if the Py/Cu interfacial area is small, and there is a gap between the injectors, which causes strong presence of thermal spin in the detected spin signal.

The thermal spin current in a homogeneous $VT$ landscape can be calculated by Eq. (1) of Ref. 10. However, in reality and as the Comsol simulation suggests, $VT$ is highly inhomogeneous at the FM/NM interface of NSTD. The inhomogeneity in $VT$ can increase the spin relaxation rate in FM and thus randomizes electrons’ spin and reduces the effectively generated thermal spin current. The theory suggests that the spin relaxation rate is proportional to the spatial double derivative of temperature ($\nabla^2 T$). This is plotted in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), showing that the spin relaxation effect is lowest at the center of the interface and highest at the edge. On the other hand, $\nabla^2 T$ is stronger at the edge than at the center. Therefore, the magnitude of the effective thermally generated spin injection at the edge and center of the interface could be comparable. Thus, to obtain a quantitative comparison between the effective thermal spin injections at these places, $\nabla^2 T$ should be included as a scaling factor in Eq. (1) of Ref. 10. Accordingly, we calculate the generated thermal spin current density in every unit cell (1 nm $\times$ 1 nm) of the interface by using the modified formula: $J_{Th} = \frac{1}{2\mu} \nabla^2 T$. Taking spin polarization $P = 0.3$ and spin-dependent Seebeck coefficient $S = -3.8 \, \mu V/K$ from the literature, we estimate $J_{Th}$ at the interfaces of both types of devices. As shown by the cross-sectional profiles of Fig. 4(d), in type-B sample’s interface both $\uparrow$ and $\downarrow$ types of spin current are present, and their magnitudes are of similar order. Summing the contributions from all unit cells, we find that the total $J_{Th}$ in the type-A sample is 3.6 times larger than that in the type-B sample. This corroborates with our

FIG. 4. (Color online) $|\nabla^2 T|$ landscape in Py under the Py/Cu interfaces of the (a) type-A and (b) type-B devices, and (c) cross-sectional profile along the dotted line of the interface area. Spin relaxation torque is large at the places where $|\nabla^2 T|$ Value is high, and (d) shows the calculated thermal spin current for both types of devices, taking spin relaxation torque into consideration.
experimental observation that the thermal spin generation is stronger in type-A samples than those in type-B samples.

To summarize, we show that in lateral NSTDs owing to the large difference between the FM and the NM’s thermal conductivity and inhomogeneous current distribution in the junction, a reversed temperature gradient is developed, which reduces the generation efficiency of the thermal spin current. Such reversed temperature gradient can be diminished by creating a gap between the two spin injectors. Our results and simulation support the theoretical prediction that the spatial double derivative of temperature causes spin relaxation effect, which should be considered in analyzing the thermally generated spin current and designing the structures of NSTDs.
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